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File # 4 Oswald as Red 

Doc. #1 Is a piece by Morely on Joannides. This has been refilled in the Morley file 

Doc. #2 Page from P>D> Scott’s Oswald in Mexico on Lanusa 

Docs #3 &4 from Douglass’ “JFK and the Unspeakable” refilled under Chronology 

Doc. #6 Hoover concerned if FBI ever tried to recruit Oswald as informant. 

Doc #7 Hoover 11/22/1963 4:01 P.M. telephone call with RFK tells Bobby that FBI 

record shoved that Oswald went to Cuba on “several occasions” but would not tell us 
what he weat for. . . . 62-109060-59. Note I was puzzled how 
Bobby had this info when he told Kellerman as Kellerman related. Where did Hoover get 
this informition???? ***** Key document and facet for Chronology. . . 

Doc # 8 **** Notes on CIA and press connections for spreading propaganda that 
Oswald wa; aRed. Hendrix of the Miami News is featured. . .All from Talbot’s 
“Brothers.” See alos Doc. # 16 for Hendrix cite in Kantor’s “Jack Ruby Coverup.” 
Lesar makes a few other possible connections. . And review Doc. # 17 for more on 
Henrix and getting out the message that Oswald was Red. Phillips is drawn into this by 
Rex Bradford. .. .Doc. # 18 News story that draws in Hendrix to CIA. . Hendrix 
involved in the CIA coup against Allende. Story in 1976 

Doc. #9 2()-page piece by Morley and CIA links to Oswald. This was refilled to Morley 
file. Doc. # 19 also refilled with Morley file. 

Doc. 10 Cis sources from BOT and “Spy Saga” for Oswald as Red. 

Doc. #11 c tes Mellon’s reference to Hunter Leake that came from Kurtz’s book. Ties 
CIA to Oswald in New Orleans. . . .May want to cite this in endnote. . .and cite Mellon’s 
book 

Doc. #12 }'.D. Scott’s “Deep Politics II” references to Lanusa on three pages. 

Doc. # 13 ;ages with DiEugenio’s copy of CIA document on how the Agency should 
play up trea‘ment of the Warren Commission’s Report and how to handle its critics. 
This was aiined at CIA’s media assets. Needs review. Could be most useful. 

Doc. # 14 rice little piece by B. Hersh from his “Bobby and J. Edgar Hoover.” He cites 
Hoover w/ statement that without FBI informants in the party that the party would go 
belly up... Plays into Hoover’s use of the CPUSA as necessary token for FBI public 
image, etc... .Great PR value. . .Use this in conjunction with statement in Allen Tickler .If 
there wasn”) a CP in USA Hoover would have created one. . .
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Doc. # 20 Interesting note from Hoover 11/29/1963 62-109060-1396 Hopover 
concerned ‘hat anti-Castro groups mioght take it upon themselves to avenge JFK’s death 
by launchir g attacks on Cuba. . . .Spurred into action by CIA inspired disinformation 
accusing Oswald of being a Castro source, etc. . . 

Doc. #15 ‘lites in “ Brothers” note 230 on CIA aggressively pushed Oswald as Red. 
Also p. 271



CROSS-REFERENCE FILE 

WRITING STRATEGY FOR OSWALD AS RED 

Note: I will need to work this topic in with FBI leaks and with stories in the 
newspapers. a Communist or fellow traveller, etc In any case a left-winger. Hoover will 
change tunc in short order. But the color Red was the color of favor for a short time. Cite 

FILE #3 

Doc. # 1 Oswald’s address book revealed Russian writing and the term 
“microdots ” This coupled with the spy camera found among his belongings had to 
unnerve the FBI. Were they dealing with a Russian agent. .. Hoover’s old fear going 
back to 1959 and the possibility that someone had Oswald’s birth certificate. . . . 

Doc. #3 Hoover/FBI do not want to allow CIA defectors to examine Oswald 
records..... Do not trust them to have access to FBI sources. . . .FBI wants it to read that 
Oswald wa:: never recruited by the Soviets. . No new stones to be overturned. . . 

Doc, #4 Graham Report 12/2/1963 105-82555-NR (S. 47) p. 22 CIA clearly 
lying to FB. when Birch O’Neal told FBI Jones that nothing in CIA file other than 
material FBI furnished the CIA. Birch was one of CI branch under Angleton. 

Also in document references to Lanusa. And Lanusa’s campaign of coloring 
Oswald as JFK assassin and agent of Castro govt. 

Doc #6 Wannall to Sullivan 11/25/1963 Lanusa peddling his screed that 
Oswald wa: a Castro supporter and a communist. . . .Attached in Miami Herald story in 
9/63 of Cas ro threats to retaliate in face of CIA attempts on his own life. Or another 
invasion of Cuba..... Lanusa played on this. . . 

Doc #7 More on Lanusa in 11/24 urgent FBI teletype. . . .I need to elaborate 
on Lanusa with work by Morley. . .Lanusa and Joannides connection .. Also check 
on Doc. # 8 for clarity. . . .It might be useful. 

Doc #10 11/23/63 More FBI reports on Lanusa and his assertion of Oswald’s 
Red and Ca:trro affiliations, ..... 

Doc #13 Hoover learns of Oswald’s appearance on Carte Blanche and his FPCC 
and Marxista.. . on 11/23/1963 

Doc. #15 More on Lanusa and his depiction of Castro and threats against the 
USA. Doc. #22 Lanusa mentioned again in 11/23 FBI note that Oswald was Red


